WARNING!!! FASCISTS ARE ZEROING-IN ON BERKELEY

Wednesday April 12 at UC Berkeley
DAVID HOROWITZ
Clark Kerr Krutch Auditorium
AP

David Horowitz, who will speak
about his “No Sanctuary Campuses”
campaign, is a major national fascist
leader whose focus is on “cleansing”
U.S. colleges of progressive and
radical influences and critical thinking.
He ran full-page ads in 50 college
newspapers against reparations for
slavery, saying “what about the debt
Blacks owe to America?” Horowitz
has led vicious campaigns against
“unAmerican” professors in the name
of “Academic Freedom.” He mentored
Donald Trump’s senior advisor Stephen Miller when Miller was still in high school. Backed by powerful forces, Horowitz works
to build networks of campus student brownshirts to help carry out a Nazification of American universities, working to remold the
institutions of higher learning and turn them into active partners of empire, repression, and theocracy.
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Saturday April 15 M.L.K. Park, Berkeley
“PATRIOTS DAY” ALT-RIGHT RALLY
12pm NOON ~ 2151 Martin Luther King Jr. Way between Allston Way & Center St.

Still incensed by the protests that prevented Milo Yiannopolous from speaking at UC Berkeley, the Liberty Revival Alliance has
planned a “Patriots Day” rally in Berkeley. The Oath Keepers, a national fascist paramilitary organization associated with the patriot
and militia movements have pledged to provide “security” for the event. Their leader, Stewart Rhodes, has put out a national call for
the Oath Keeper thugs to come with him to Berkeley to “protect” other right wing forces. The Oath Keepers are vowing not to have a
repeat of the March 4 rally when the fascists were righteously driven out of Berkeley.

Friday April 27 at UC Berkeley
ANN COULTER
time & location TBA

Ann Coulter - author of the book
In Trump We Trust: E Pluribus
Awesome! is a total fascist
known for racist, homophobic,
anti-Muslim commentary and
viciously unfunny “humor”.
To call Coulter “conservative”
is a gross euphemism. Coulter
approvingly joked about the
murder of abortion doctor
George Tiller. Speaking of the
environment she has said that
“We have dominion over the
plants, the animals, the trees. God said, ‘Earth is yours. Take it. Rape it. It’s yours.’” She has been invited by the Berkeley College
Republicans to come to Cal to spew on “illegal immigration.” Coulter says she became a Trump supporter when “he won me over with
that Mexican rapist speech. … He’s just always cared about America first.”

CAUTION!!! NORMALIZATION OF THE RADICAL REACTIONARY RIGHT IN THIS
COUNTRY IS THE ACCOMMODATION OF & COLLABORATION WITH ACTUAL FASCISTS!

What we are dealing with is not just another really repressive and reactionary Republican administration, not principally a vile narcissist with
a twitter feed with a bunch of racist billionaires surrounding him, but a regime that has brought together what has been developing—fascist
movements, white supremacist KKK/militia and Tea Party movements that overlap with a huge Christian Fascist movement—that have been
taking root inside of and outside of the power structures for several decades now, which have been brought together under the Trump/Pence
regime that will codify—that is cement—into law a fascist America and change life as we have known it in ways that you can’t imagine.
Donald Trump has become the vehicle to political power for a whole ugly range of fascist movements that have been growing with their
separate media, culture, arms and militia, as well as being infused up into the military and especially various formations of special forces.
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